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Abstract
When designing large complex vessels, the evaluation of a particular design can be both
complicated and time consuming. Designers often resort to the use of concept design models enabling
both a reduction in complexity and time for evaluation. Various optimisation methods are then typically
used to explore the design space facilitating the selection of optimum or near optimum designs. It is now
possible to incorporate considerations of seakeeping, stability and costs at the earliest stage in the ship
design process. However, to ensure that reliable results are obtained, the models used are generally
complex and computationally expensive. Methods have been developed which avoid the necessity to
carry out an exhaustive search of the complete design space. One such method is described which is
concerned with the application of the theory of Design Of Experiments (DOE) enabling the design space
to be efficiently explored. The objective of the DOE stage is to produce response surfaces which can then
be used by an optimisation module to search the design space. It is assumed that the concept exploration
tool whilst being a simplification of the design problem, is still sufficiently complicated to enable reliable
evaluations of a particular design concept. The response surface is used as a representation of the concept
exploration tool, and by it’s nature can be used to rapidly evaluate a design concept hence reducing
concept exploration time.
While the methodology has a wide applicability in ship design and production, it is illustrated by
its application to the design of a catamaran with respect to seakeeping. The paper presents results
exploring the design space for the catamaran. A concept is selected which is robust with respect to the
Relative Bow Motion (RBM), the heave, pitch and roll at any particular waveheading. The design space
is defined by six controllable design parameters; hull length, breadth to draught ratio, distance between
demihull centres, coefficient of waterplane, longitudinal centre of floatation, longitudinal centre of
buoyancy, and by one noise parameter, the waveheading. A Pareto-optimal set of solutions is obtained
using RBM, heave, pitch and roll as criteria. The designer can then select from this set the design which
most closely satisfies their requirements. Typical solutions are shown to yield average reductions of over
25% in the objective functions when compared to earlier results obtained using conventional
optimisation methods.
1. Introduction
Ships and other marine vessels are often large and complex and incorporate many interdependent
systems. During the design of such vessels, operational and manufacturing considerations are included
in the models used during the development of the design concept. One result of this approach is that the
models are large and the measure of performance is usually multi-criteria.
Such complexity usually meant that when the models were used in concept design studies, they
were decomposed and each element of the model optimised and then the sub-optimal solutions were
aggregated to produce an overall optimal design.
Clearly such an approach resulted in designs which were generally not the true overall optimum.
Recent work in robust design methods, Whitfield [1], and multi-criteria optimisation, particularly the use
of Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Todd [2], provide the designer with effective design environments which
avoid the necessity to decompose the design model. Such an approach enables practical and realistic
models to be used during the earliest stages of the design process.
The following section describes a brief history of the robust design process, extensions to the
process and the current state of the art. Section 3 details the key parts of the framework and how they are
combined to produce a robust concept exploration tool. A description of the catamaran design problem
is given within section 4. Finally the results are illustrated and discussed, and concluded in sections 5 and
6.
2. Background
Japanese industrialists identified that both product quality and the associated manufacturing
design processes needed to be significantly improved in order to achieve a more competitive
manufacturing industry. Consequently, Genichi Taguchi, a quality consultant, was given the task of
developing a methodology to meet these requirements. Robust design methodology was established to
improve quality and enable manufacture at low cost by making product and process performance less
sensitive to variability in product materials and process environments.
Substantial research has been undertaken to enhance robust design methodology since Taguchi’s
work, particularly the statistical techniques used. Taguchi’s methodology involved experimental design
and statistical analysis. The approach to experimental design involved a product array which was
comprised of a control array and noise array. In an experiment, each combination of the control array was
considered with every combination of the noise array. Taguchi assumed that no interactions exist
between control factors and hence a large number of control factors could be studied in a small
experiment. In addition, Taguchi recommended that noise effects only be tested at two or three settings.
Taguchi’s approach to the analysis of experiments involves categorising robust design problems
into three distinct groups related to their objectives. These are smaller-the-better, nominal-the better and
larger-the-better. The optimal factor settings are identified by maximising the signal to noise (SN) ratios,
these being Taguchi’s quality characteristic. Taguchi [3] used main effect plots and analysis of variance
tables to determine factor settings that maximise SN ratios.
Chen et al [4] used Central Composite Design (CCD) as the main method for designing
experiments and subsequently produced a quadratic response surface for use in the optimization process.
Their method incorporates Taguchi’s robust design principles. Chen utilised this robust concept
exploration method for the determination of top level design specifications for the airframe and
propulsion system of a high speed civil transport system. Chen also introduced the idea of modelling
unknown design parameters, particularly common at the concept exploration stage, as noise factors.
Chen defines the robust optimum as a flat region being close to the optimum whilst having least variation
for deviations in the design parameters. The method initially involved classifying the different design
parameters from knowledge of the overall design requirements. This information was then passed on to
a DOE module which selected a suitable experiment design depending on the order of model required.
The experiments are then used by the simulation tools for evaluation. Finally “robust top-level design
specifications” were produced from the response surface equations which were verified to demonstrate
the suitability of the response surface. Welch et al [5] discuss the use of the combined array as opposed
to Taguchi’s product array as well as the use of CCD to reduce the number of experimental runs required
to produce the response surface.
Although not strictly addressing the subject of robust design, papers by Engelund et al [6] and
Unal et al [7] identify most of the issues arising during robust design and are useful examples of
application at the concept design stage. The aim of Engelund’s work was to produce a set of optimal
design parameters for a space vehicle. A “baseline” concept for the vehicle was produced as a starting
point. A small number of geometry parameters known to have a major influence on the aerodynamic
characteristics were selected as design parameters. The objective of the analysis was to optimize the
design parameters such that a minimum vehicle dry weight could be achieved whilst maintaining stability
throughout several re-entry flight regimes. The optimization process was conducted for several different
sets of constraints resulting from different mission profiles. A design was obtained that had a reduction
of approximately 9% in the dry weight of the baseline concept whilst being stable throughout all the re-
entry flight regimes.
The approach to robust design summarised by Alvarez et al [8] is similar to that described by
Chen and Engelund. Initially, the engineer’s judgement was used to establish the input factors and
criteria. The authors used the Box-Behnken experimental design method due to the small number of runs
enabling the evaluation of a quadratic response surface. Simulations were then undertaken and upon
completion, response surfaces were generated using regression analysis to approximate the simulated
results. Finally, a range of input factors were identified which met the different criteria conditions
simultaneously.
3. Description of Methodology
A product’s robustness is a measure of the variation in its utility experienced in a typical
application. That is to say, the lower the sensitivity or variation in utility, the greater the robustness of
the design. In this work, we consider robust design to be the process by which a design is produced in
which changes in the selected parameters which define the optimum design have relatively little effect
on the performance of the design, i.e. the behaviour of the selected design is insensitive to modest
changes in the parameters.
The robustness framework was developed using the philosophy of Taguchi whilst incorporating
state-of-the-art statistical techniques. The framework was decomposed into a series of modules which
were created to handle particular aspects of the robust design process. The modules are currently
combined to produce the framework as a single system, however future work will enable the modules to
be used as separate entities. A modular representation of the robustness framework can be seen in Fig. 1,
whilst the progression of the robust design process can be seen in Fig. 2a.
The framework facilitates the decomposition of the design problem into simulation tools capable
of handling sub-requirements. The problem may consist of any number of related or unrelated simulation
tools. The robustness framework has a tool management module which is responsible for ensuring that
each simulation tool obtains the information required from the DOE module and also for transferring
information between simulation tools within the framework. Simulation tools can be added into the
framework providing that they have an associated capability interface. The capability interface consists
of information regarding the parameters and criteria associated with the simulation tool, essentially being
a description of what the simulation tool is capable of whilst providing necessary information to the DOE
module.
Having decomposed the design problem, the designer then uses the DOE module to select the
parameters used to define the design space. The design space parameters are defined as being input
information to the simulation tools. Similarly, the designer can select any number of criteria which are
regarded as being the output information from the simulation tools. The DOE module also enables the
selection of the upper and lower bounds of the design space and the determination of the type of each
parameter, i.e. control or noise. The objective for each criteria can also be selected as being either
minimisation, maximisation or a target value.
Fig. 1. Modular representation of robustness framework.
The DOE module is also responsible for designing the experiment to explore the design space. A
point generator is incorporated within the DOE module which is capable of generating full and variable
fractional factorial and Central Composite Designs (CCD). The full and fractional factorial designs are
available for any order of problem, whereas the CCD is currently designed to be used for second order
problems only.
Typically, the first run of the analysis uses a saturated fractional factorial design to provide the
designer with an overview of the design problem. With this information factors can be removed from the
analysis that are not considered to be significant. This technique relies upon the assumption that the main
effects have greater significance than the interaction terms, hence the removal of the factor from the
analysis does not have any consequence on the response surface generated. The designer can
subsequently study the design problem without having to dramatically increase the size of the
experiment. A second order response surface design can then be used with the significant factors to
produce a representation of the design concept that has more detail than the first order model.
The DOE module then passes the potential design concepts to the tool management module for
evaluation. Design concepts are evaluated sequentially, however research is currently being undertaken
exploring methods of integrating the robustness framework with a design coordination system operating
in a distributed computing environment to considerably reduce the time taken for concept exploration -
see Fig. 2b.
Following the concept exploration stage, the response surface module uses the information
obtained from the DOE module to produce a set of normal equations. If a criterion is dependant on a noise
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parameter the response surface module will produce two measurements for the criterion, one for the
mean value, and one for the standard deviation using a similar philosophy as that used by Taguchi. The
objective for the standard deviation criterion will be automatically set to minimisation.
Fig. 2a. Robustness framework.               Fig. 2b. Design coordination system.
The genetic algorithm module then uses the response surfaces to quickly explore the design space
and produce a Pareto-optimal set of solutions. The solutions are represented by a design concept with
associated evaluations for the criteria. The designer can then select from the Pareto-optimal set the design
that most closely satisfies the overall requirements. This selection process is currently undertaken
manually although future developments will enable the selection to be guided by decision making
processes.
4. Description of the Design Problem
A case study was selected with which staff in the Department of Marine Technology and the
Engineering Design Centre have undertaken considerable work. The problem incorporates a single
simulation tool which is capable of giving a number of measurements for the seakeeping of a catamaran.
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The objective of the work is to explore the design space for the catamaran and select a concept which is
most robust with respect to the selected seakeeping quantities for any particular waveheading.
The design space for the catamaran problem was defined by six control parameters and one noise
parameter:
Control Parameters (Primary): Hull length L,
Breadth to draft ratio B/T,
Distance between demihull centres Hs,
Control Parameters (Secondary): Longitudinal centre of buoyancy LCB,
Coefficient of waterplane Cwp,
Longitudinal centre of flotation LCF,
Noise Parameter: Waveheading φ.
The seakeeping quantities selected here to be minimised are the peak values of the response
amplitude operators, RAO, associated with heave, roll, pitch and the relative motion at the bow of each
demihull as a function of all three motion quantities combined relative to the free surface elevation, ,
at the bow located at (x,y).
(1)
Criteria: Maximum heave amplitude,
Maximum roll amplitude,
Maximum pitch amplitude,
Maximum relative bow motion, RBM.
A diagrammatic representation of the design parameters and criteria for the catamaran design
problem can be seen in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Design parameters for catamaran.
Given this particular problem, the solution space would have eight dimensions; a mean and a
standard deviation component for each of the four criterion, and would subsequently prevent the
illustration of the results obtained from the optimisation process.
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For illustrative purposes, an example was chosen which demonstrates the application of the
methodology with respect to the relative bow motion only. A complete analysis, however, was also
undertaken using all of the criteria to illustrate the ranges of designs produced and the trade-offs made
during the optimisation process.
The design space was explored relative to a parent design and was expressed as a percentage
change for the primary and secondary design parameters and in absolute terms for the noise parameter
as shown in Table 1. The control parameters were given an offset, rather than having a range of ±10%
and ±1%, to eliminate cancellation during solution of the normal equations from having a mid point at
zero.
5. Results and Discussion
The DOE module is capable of selecting a number of different DOE methods to enable the
efficient exploration of the design space. In this particular example, the DOE module designed 79
experimental runs to be undertaken using the CCD method to enable the generation of a quadratic
response surface.
The tool management module was then requested to execute the design algorithms to evaluate the
potential design concepts. The design space as defined by the DOE module was subsequently explored
in approximately 10 minutes using a Sun UltraSparc 10 workstation. Coates et al [9] produced a design
coordination mechanism which can be integrated within this framework that enables the execution of
design activity to be undertaken in a parallel and distributed manner which significantly reduces the time
taken to explore the design space.
The results from the concept exploration stage were then used by the response surface module to
construct the regression equations. A set of normal equations were produced using the method of least
squares based upon the information generated from the concept exploration. These normal equations
were then solved using Cholesky LU factorisation to produce the following regression equation for the
relative bow motion as a function of the seven design parameters.
Table 1: Design Space for Catamaran Problem
Parameter Type Parent LowerBound
Mid
Point
Upper
Bound
φ Noise 90 135 180
L Control 104.0 m -9% +1% +11%
B/T Control 2.0 -9% +1% +11%
Hs Control 31.0 m -9% +1% +11%
LCB Control 45.408 -0.9% +0.1% +1.1%
Cwp Control 0.758 -0.9% +0.1% +1.1%
LCF Control 43.306 -0.9% +0.1% +1.1%
This regression equation is generated and used automatically within the robustness framework
and hence, does not allow the manual removal of any insignificant terms. Future developments within
the framework will, however, enable the automatic identification of insignificant regression equation
terms and will subsequently prompt the user to enable their removal. The regression equation was used
to produce the response surfaces seen within Fig. 4 for a waveheading of 135°. RBM was plotted against
hull length and breadth to draft ratio for the parent Hs, as well as LCF and LCB for the parent Cwp. The
values of RBM are obtained with respect to the parent design, hence increasing negative values indicate
increasing desirability. The simulation tool was used to obtain results from the same points for
comparison. The designer could manually select an optimal combination of hullform parameters based
on the optimal individual combinations of primary and secondary parameters indicated from the primary
and secondary design charts. This superposition of the optimal solution for each group has been found
previously to provide an indication of the location of the global optimum, although not necessarily the
optimal value for each parameter.
The primary and secondary parameter changes indicated in Fig. 4 are consistent with previous
findings. The primary design chart indicates that an increase in L and B/T are of benefit. Similarly, for
the secondary design chart, the conclusion of moving LCF forward and LCB aft would demonstrate
further improvement.
Fig. 4. Primary and secondary design charts.
The GA module conducts an evaluation of the regression equation for a number of different
waveheadings and produces estimates for the mean and standard deviation of the relative bow motion.
These criteria are then used to guide the GA to facilitate the selection of a Pareto-optimal set of designs.
The Pareto-optimal designs can be seen within Fig. 5. For a full description of the GA used within this
framework see Todd et al [10].
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Fig. 5 represents 361 design concepts covering the range of values for the minimisation of both
the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) components of the relative bow motion. It represents a range of
designs having a low value of σ indicating a relatively flat region of the response surface, to designs
having a high σ indicating a spiked region. The designer can subsequently make trade-offs between the
designs to suit the characteristics required. Fig. 5 also indicates that the trade-off between the mean and
standard deviation is linear. This is discussed by examining a number of different designs from within
the Pareto-optimal set. Two designs were chosen as indicated by the points within Fig. 5 and represented
in Table 2.
Fig. 5. Variation in mean and standard deviation for Pareto-optimal designs.
The simulation tool was subsequently used to evaluate the two designs with respect to the RBM
by varying the waveheading between 90° and 180°. The results for these two designs can be seen in Fig.
6. The methodology can be seen to achieve average reductions of RBM of 19% for design 1. Fig. 6
indicates that the value for the standard deviation is due to the change in d(RBM) at 90°, having a higher
value than over most of the range of waveheadings for both of the designs. The designs indicated either
a detrimental change, or no change in d(RBM) around 90°. The lack of improvement for waveheadings
approaching 90° is explained by the dominance of the roll component over the vertical component
motions of heave and pitch.
Table 2: Designs selected for analysis.
Design d(L)% d(B/T)% d(Hs)% d(LCB)%L d(Cwp) d(LCF)%L µ(RBM) σ(RBM)
1 10.68 9.52 4.56 1.03aft 1.09 0.89forward -12.96 9.89
2 -0.70 8.38 10.84 0.95aft 1.09 0.88forward -9.00 5.38
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Despite design 2 having a lower standard deviation, suggesting that the design would be on a
flatter region of the response surface indicating a greater robustness, it is evident that further reductions
in d(RBM) can be obtained by selecting design 1.
The advantages of using such a methodology are such that the designer is faced with a set of
Pareto-optimal designs which can be used within the selection process when further information is
required regarding customer requirements. Trade-offs can subsequently be made within later stages of
the design process whilst ensuring that the chosen design has optimal criteria.
Fig. 6. Variation in RBM with waveheading for two Pareto-optimal designs.
Finally, the analysis was repeated using RBM, heave, pitch and roll as the objective functions.
The experiments were repeated again using the 79 designs generated using the CCD technique. The
design concepts generated were then used to build regression equations for the four objective functions.
Future developments will enable the DOE module to store previous design concepts for possible reuse
reducing the number of evaluations of the simulation tool and hence reducing the simulation time.
The GA produced a Pareto-optimal set of solutions consisting of 4372 designs having evaluations
for the mean and standard deviation components of the RBM, heave, pitch and roll criteria. Future
developments will enable the selection of suitable designs from the Pareto-optimal set using Multi-
Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) techniques.
A number of interesting designs were selected manually and used for analysis. The values for the
parameters for the designs can be seen in Table 3, whilst the results for the mean and standard deviation
components of the criteria can be seen in Table 4.
Table 3: Designs selected for analysis.
Design d(L)% d(B/T)% d(Hs)% d(LCB)%L d(Cwp)% d(LCF)%L
3 10.86 9.71 -0.48 0.34aft 0.95 -0.68forward
4 10.85 -6.17 1.95 -0.53forward -0.71 0.04aft
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The designs were selected on the basis that design 3 had considerable reductions in the mean
values for RBM, heave and pitch, whilst design 4 had a considerable reduction in the mean value for roll.
Table 3 suggests that designs having a high reduction in the roll criterion would be in a completely
different area of the design space than for designs having high reductions in the other three criteria. This
would indicate a trade-off situation which could be resolved by allowing the designer to identify the
relative importance of each of the criteria and use an MCDM tool to facilitate the selection of a suitable
design.
The simulation tool was used to evaluate the RBM, heave, pitch and roll criteria for design
concepts 3 and 4. The results from these evaluations can be seen in Figs. 7-10.
It is evident from these Figs. that design 3 has considerably larger reductions in the RBM, heave
and pitch criteria over most of the range of waveheadings when compared with design 4. Design 4,
however, has a larger reduction in the roll criterion over the full range of waveheadings when compared
with design 3. It is apparent that parameter changes of benefit to vertical motions and roll tend to conflict
and occupy different regions of the design space, particularly with respect to B/T and Cwp.
Fig. 7. Variation in RBM with waveheading.             Fig. 8. Variation in heave with waveheading.
The primary and secondary parameter changes suggested to benefit RBM are consistent with
solutions found previously by Sen et al [11] with the exception of the LCB position indicated. The LCB
parameter was previously found however to be of little significance with respect to the RBM, hence
suggesting that it is of little significance with respect to the other criteria - Whitfield et al [1].
Table 4: Criteria for selected designs.
Design µ(RBM) σ(RBM) µ(Heave) σ(Heave) µ(Pitch) σ(Pitch) µ(Roll) σ(Roll)
3 -10.89 9.14 -20.80 18.00 -32.38 0.218 -17.42 0.47
4 -0.29 1.06 -2.59 0.41 -23.72 6.49 -25.25 0.70
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Fig. 9. Variation in pitch with waveheading.               Fig. 10. Variation in roll with waveheading.
The results indicate that significant improvements can be found for several motion quantities
simultaneously through identifying appropriate combinations of hullform parameters via the approach
presented. The results further suggest that these improvements can be obtained in considerably less time
than with other optimisation methods. The entire process of concept exploration and optimisation using
this methodology took approximately 12 minutes for the single criteria case, and 30 minutes for the
multiple criteria case. These times were obtained using a Sun UltraSparc 10 platform. The times compare
favourably with the estimated time of approximately 66 hours using conventional methods, i.e. GA
guided optimisation using the simulation tool.
6. Conclusions
The approach to robust design described in this paper has been shown to be efficient and effective
when applied to a design problem in which the design model is complex and solutions computationally
time consuming. Such models are common in the MTO field and further work is currently being
undertaken to determine the range of applicability of the proposed robust design methodology.
The methodology has shown to work successfully within this particular problem, however the
framework was designed and intended to be used with multiple dependent or independent simulation
tools each analysing a particular aspect of the overall design problem. Such an implementation would
further test the multiple criteria nature of this framework.
The software environment described in this paper has been developed by staff in the Newcastle
Engineering Design Centre. There is comprehensive user documentation which guides the user through
the methodology and application.
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